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α ≥ Minimum Slope 
3:12 or 14 degrees

A cost-effective , 
lightweight alternative  

to a tile roof
Enjoy a unique and complete system at a competitive price. 
Protect your family faster thanks to rapid installation. And 
stand out in your neighborhood while enhancing your 
home’s perceived value!

A unique roofing solution and  
a complete system
The wave of innovation is moving full-speed ahead. Much 
more than a product range, ONDUVILLA® is a truly unique 
roofing solution and a complete system, offering you beauty, 
a wide choice of colors and looks, and easy installation.  

Outstanding design
You want more than a reliable solution for 

your home. Naturally, you also want a roof that looks 
great! ONDUVILLA® has been carefully developed by our 
designers to give it the look of tile with the advantages of 
shingles, with the thick, distinctive, raised appearance of 
traditional Mediterranean roofs. 

You can enhance your home with a system that adapts 
seamlessly to all roof shapes and sizes. All the components 
match brilliantly. The result is an attractive solution you’re 
sure to be proud of!
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Choice of 5 colors

Easy to install
Little training is required. And in addition to a 

complete, intuitive installation manual, we provide training 
sessions to our roofers as well as our distributors’ sales force. 
ONDUVILLA® is easy to handle and cut, with no need for 
special equipment.

Easy to adapt
Thanks to the light and flexible materials, ONDUVILLA® is 
ideal for building renovations, and it fits seamlessly with all 
standard roof structures. Re-roofing projects can go over two 
courses of shingles.

Easy to handle
Because ONDUVILLA® is easy to cut, installers are ensured 
less risk of injury. Thanks to its flat surface, it’s easy to 
walk on the roof and avoid damage. ONDUVILLA® is wind 
resistant to avoid strong wind uplift. 

AESTHETIC UNIVERSAL ACOUSTIC-FRIENDLY WATERTIGHT SAFE THERMAL-RESISTANT ECO-RESPONSIBLE SIMPLE LIGHTWEIGHT

Eco-Responsibility
Our company has achieved a low 

carbon footprint and recycles some 200,000 
tons of material each year. ONDUVILLA® 
materials are composed of recycled fibers 
and use natural pigments.  And because 
ONDUVILLA® weighs less than conventional 
roofing materials, transportation uses less 
fuel and the structure needed to support it 
is lighter. ONDUVILLA® contributes to meet 
LEED requirements.
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Installation Guidelines

OK

OK

Overnailed Overnailed

Deformed

Wind Wind

Make the installation against the prevailing wind

Protect the rake 
against the wind 
using universal 
ridge/trim piece 
or similar.

Always drive nails vertically on top of the 
corrugations.  Avoid deformations of the flat part 
due to over-nailing.

Stagger the rows using half shingles.  Fix the shingles according 
to the order described above.

For correct overlaps, take care that overlapping 
guides of the upper and lower shingle are aligned 
with each other.  If the guides of the lower 
shingle are not visible, measure 12.5” between 
overlaps.

Use deck roof made of 
wood, plywood or OSB and 
underlayment complying with 
ASTM D-226 Type 2
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Eaves

Leave a space of 3” between the first corrugation 
and the rake line in order to provide the correct 
fixing of the universal ridge/trim piece. (Also see 
page 7).

FixingUniversal 
ridge/
trim 

Fixing

3”

1 2

* = max. 2”

Underlayment

Drive nails on top of 
corrugation between the two 
overlapping guides

At eaves, drive nails on top 
of the corrugation above the 
overlapping guidesClosure strip

Roof deck (OSB}

Stagger the shingles

*

If necessary, shingles can have an overhang of 2” maximun

1 2

3 4

Ridgeline  
(Ridge Vent) Universal ridge/

trim piece

Fixing

Overlap of 7”

Ventilation opening of 1”

Closure strip

3”

Closure strip

Universal ridge/trim piece

Universal ridge/trim piece Universal ridge/trim piece

Ridge

Leave ventilation opening of 1” on top 
of the ridge.  Put in the closure strips.

Finish the rake by fixing the universal 
ridge/trim piece.

Place the ridgeline in the right position 
and...

...fix the universal ridge/trim piece 
together with the ridgeline and closure 
strips on each corrugation of Onduvilla 
shingles.  Universal ridge/trim pieces 
must overlap each other for 7”.
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Hip

Overlaps of universal ridge/trim pieces must be 7”.Fix the universal ridge/trim piece.  Nails must be put on 
top of each corrugation.

1
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Pieces of closure strip

Universal ridge/trim piece
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2b
Self-adhesive 
flashing tape

Cut Onduvilla shingles parallel to the hip line.

Seal the space between corrugations with fillers cut from the 
closure strip.

Alternative option:  Seal the hip with the self-adhesive 
flashing tape. (Under cold weather conditions, the strip has to be heated before installation.)

Valley

Corrugation cut from filler strip

Metal valley

OnduvillaOnduvilla

OSB (3” wide) OSB (3” wide)
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Rake

At rakes, as well as at ridges or hips, 
universal ridge/trim pieces must overlap 
each other for 7”

In the beginning of the installation, the universal ridge/trim 
piece always overlaps the first corrugation of Onduvilla.

At the opposite side, it is possible that the corrugation is 
not at the right position.  In this case, bend the flat end of 
Onduvilla and lean it to a batten that is overlapped with the 
universal ridge/trim piece.

1 2

3 4

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

3”

Overlap of 7”

Overlap of 7”

Apply the underlayment to also cover the 
strips of OSB. 

Apply and cut Onduvilla shingles so that they 
extend over the valley metal and into the 
valley a maximum of 2”.  Push fillers cut from 
the closure strip into each corrugation and fix 
them together with the shingles.

3” 4”

Leave a space of 3” between the first 
corrugation and the rake line in order to 
provide the correct fixing of the universal 
ridge/trim piece.  Fix both wings of the 
universal ridge/trim piece aligned with the 
nails on the roof.

Fillers cut from 
closure strips

Underlayment

Metal valley

Roof deck 
(OSB)

10” 10”

3”
 O

SB

Ice and water shield

14” 14”Roof deck 
(OSB)

1 2

43

Apply one layer of ice and water shield for the 
valley.

Fix the metal valley and two strips of OSB on 
both sides.
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The New Design In Shingles!

SealSmart™ technology
Backed by exclusive SealSmart™ technology, the elasticity 
of ONDUVILLA®’s composite material allows it to shrink 
firmly around each nail, creating a permanently leak-
resistant barrier. And the waterproofing is secured thanks 
to double-embossment technology at the overlaps. 

The material is also resistant to the 
types of corrosion-related cracking 
that’s common with metal roofing. As a 
testimony to our confidence, 
ONDUVILLA® comes with a limited 
lifetime warranty! 

Developed by the world leader in composite roofing sheets, 
with a powerful global presence in more than 100 
countries, ONDUVILLA® solutions are ISO 9001-certified 
and comply with the strictest standards and regulations.  

Technical specifications
Single-layer design made of composite and organic fibers, 
resin bound and colored with an innovative shading 
system.

Small size, 42’’ x 16’’, makes it practical to handle and quick  
to install.

Length 42’’

Width 16’’

Wave height 1.6’’

Surface covered per shingle 3.33 ft²

Shingles per square 30 pcs

Weight per shingle 2.8 lbs

Weight per square 90 lbs

Accessories

Technology certified through laboratory and field tests.

Overlapping guides provide accuracy 
of nail zones during installation

Ondura®
SealSmart™
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